PROACE CITY

PROACE CITY

Peace of mind comes as standard
At Toyota we are serious about business, your business, which is why we
created PROACE CITY. Designed around you, it is agile to drive and will
support all your business needs. The new PROACE CITY, everything you
expect from Toyota, in a van.
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Model shown contains non-UK specifications and is for illustrative purposes only.
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PROACE CITY

READY FOR
BUSINESS WHEN
YOU ARE
Moves like a lightweight,
punches like a heavyweight

With 2 wheel-base lengths, PROACE CITY can accommodate your
business with ease. With a generous capacity of up to 3.7m³ on
short models and up to 4.3m³ on long, PROACE CITY can also
accept lengths of up to 3.4m when combined with the Smart
Cargo* system.

Long wheelbase
panel van

up to 3.4m

up to 3.1m

4.4m

4.7m

Short wheelbase
panel van

up to 3.7m³*

up to 4.3m³*

* Smart Cargo standard on Icon grade, optional on Active grade.
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BEST-IN-CLASS
PROACE CITY
SEAT AVAILABILITY
Available with both 2 or 3 seats in short and long
versions.
LOADING LENGTH
Up to 3.4m with PROACE CITY Smart Cargo*.
LOAD CAPACITY
Up to 4.3m³ with Smart Cargo*; it also accommodates
two euro pallets in both lengths.
TOWING CAPACITY
Move mountains – up to 1,500 kg at a time.
PAYLOAD
More than capable – with up to 1,000 kg payload.
POWERTRAIN LINE-UP
Power up your business with engines from
75–100 DIN hp.

More than capable
with up to 1,000 kg
payload.

Move mountains –
tow 1,500 kg at
a time.

Up to 4.3m³ with
Smart Cargo; it
also accommodates
2 euro pallets on
both lengths.

Model shown contains non-UK specifications and is for illustrative purposes only.
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PROACE CITY

TIME IS PRECIOUS;
DON’T WASTE A
MINUTE
Convenient and connected so that you
stay in control

Practical, agile and flexible, PROACE CITY is your perfect business
partner. With a choice of two or three front seats, PROACE CITY is
engineered for movement, whatever the load. Clever features like
the Smart Cargo* system can increase capacity by 0.4m³. Tight
spaces and city streets are no problem, with asymmetric rear
doors making loading simple.

* Smart Cargo standard on Icon grade, optional on Active grade.
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IN SAFE HANDS

We take care of you, so you can take
care of your business
At Toyota we believe everyone has the right to stay safe, which is
why your PROACE CITY is available with optional safety systems,
specifically designed to match your needs. With features that
include Lane Trace Assist, Cruise Control and Road Sign Assist
you can be sure that PROACE CITY has you covered. With safety
sorted, it’s time to decide on your perfect Driver Assistance
Systems, designed to make your life easier, including reversing
camera and front and rear parking sensors.

EQUIPPED FOR WHATEVER LIES AHEAD
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PreCollision
System

Road
Sign
Assist

Lane
Trace
Assist

Coffee
Cup
Alert

Cruise
Control

Model shown contains non-UK specifications and is for illustrative purposes only.
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DESIGNED TO FIT
YOUR BUSINESS

PROACE CITY, as adaptable as you need to be
EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

SHORT
Panel

LONG
Panel

Overall length (mm)

4403

4753

Overall width – without mirror/mirrors deployed (mm)

1848/2107

1848/2107

Overall height – min/max (mm)

1796/1860

1812/1860

Wheelbase (mm)

2785

2975

Front tread (mm)

1548–1563

1553

Rear tread (mm)

1568–1577

1549–1568

Front overhang (mm)

892

892

Rear overhang (mm)

726

886

LOAD COMPARTMENT DIMENSIONS

SHORT
Panel

LONG
Panel

Floor load length (mm)

1817

2167

Floor load length – with Smart Cargo (mm)

3090

3440

Maximum load compartment height (mm)

1200–1270

1200–1270

Maximum load width between sides (mm)

1527

1527

Maximum load width between wheel arches (mm)

1229

1229

Load sill height – min/max (mm)

547/625

560/617

Sliding side door height (mm)

1072

1072

Sliding side door width – with/without bulkhead (mm)

641–675

675–759

Rear door height (mm)

1196

1196

Rear door width – lower/upper section (mm)

1241/1087

1241/1087

LOAD COMPARTMENT VOLUME

SHORT
Panel

LONG
Panel

Without Smart Cargo (m³)

3.3

3.9

With Smart Cargo (m³)

3.8

4.3

Number of euro pallets

2

2

PAYLOADS AND TOWING

SHORT
Panel

LONG
Panel

Payload – min/max* (kg)

650/1000

1000

Maximum towing capacity (kg)

1500

1500

* Depending on the engine.
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At Toyota we know
that every business
is unique and that
choice is important,
which is why we offer
a comprehensive
range of engines that
combine low CO
with outstanding
fuel economy.

Fuel
Diesel

l = Standard

§

Displacement
(litres)

Power
DIN hp

Transmission

Euro
Level

PROACE CITY

1.5

75

5 Manual

Euro 6.2

l§

1.5

100

5 Manual

Euro 6.2

l

Not available on PROACE CITY Long.

Model shown contains non-UK specifications and is for illustrative purposes only.
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PROACE CITY
IT IS NOT JUST A JOB.
IT IS NOT JUST A VAN. IT IS A TOYOTA.

While every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice.
This brochure cannot be regarded as infallible (some of the vehicles shown may not be to exact UK specification), and as such does not constitute an offer
for sale of any particular vehicle or specification. For the latest specification and availability, we ask that you contact your local Toyota Centre. Vehicle body
colours may differ slightly from the printed images in this brochure.
© 2019 by Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA (‘TME’). No part of this publication may in any way be reproduced without the prior written approval of Toyota (GB) PLC.
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